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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE COMMUNE OF CASTEL VOLTURNO,
CAMPANIA, ITALY, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS 

Let the Heavens open to those who pray with the heart, so that they may find peace and so that,
through their intercession, the planet may also come to know a little more peace.

Let the Heavens open to those who pray with the heart, so that they may recognize the Divine
Presence and so that the Mirror of the Heart of God may reflect in His creatures and awaken their
potential to love, to create, and to transform this planet and much more beyond it.

Seek, children to awaken the Gifts of God in your hearts, rather than to develop skills. Through
prayer, let this unique potential of likeness with God emerge from your hearts, which only human
beings carry within.

It is not to develop intelligence that you are on the Earth, but rather to express Love-Wisdom, which
heals, redeems, and restores all the past, all error; it makes you new, and more than that, it renews
all of Divine Creation.

I repeatedly tell you to seek the truth about yourselves because you still have not found it. The time
of illusions is ending, and the closer it comes to the end, the more humanity seems to cling to it and
distance itself from the essence of spiritual life.

Do not let this happen in your hearts.

Pray and seek union with God. Let His Peace, His Silence and His Love settle in your
consciousnesses, revealing down to the very depths of your beings why you are here, where you
came from, what you are to do, and where you will return after this life.

Look for the meaning of your existence through prayer, and even if you do not have concrete
answers, let your hearts unite with the Heart of God and, in a real sense, let the Lord show you the
path and the next steps that you are to take.

Remember that the cycles pass acceleratedly in front of you, and your hearts must follow the
movement of the stars through the deepening of your own inner being. This begins, children, by
loving Divine Will and letting it settle in your consciousness and in your heart.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


